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StarChick88 feels exhausted. She has finished another day at the university. A student of 
urban and regional planning at the University of Lagos feels simultaneously tired and 
a bit bored. She walks pass a sign of the university motto: “In deed and in truth”. Right 
now deeds and truths feel secondary. She sits down and grabs her phone to do something 
worthwhile. Facebook feels boring for the occasion and she doesn’t feel like chatting with 
someone. Being somewhat a player, she tries to see if there’s anyone to play with. 

Twinkle86 is waiting for metro, a subté to be precise, at the Plaza Miserere Station in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. He’s heading towards Plaza de Mayo. Subté arrives and 
Twinkle86 steps into the classic La Brugeoise -car (number 24). Nearly a century ago, first 
passengers sat in this same car, taking the same ride between the two plazas. “But they 
didn’t have smartphones”, Twinkle86 thinks to himself, while he takes his phone and 
sacrifices some time for aimless surfing.

7900 km’s (or 4900 miles) apart, they step into the same arcade at the same time, choose 
the same game and start playing against each other. Twinkle86 stands in the metro. 
Stations pass. Alberti, Pasco. One challenges the other, loses a battle, wins a war.

While the metro reaches the Congreso station, something happens. 15300 km’s (9500 
miles) away, Royal21 joins the game in Hyderabad, India. StarChick88 forgets she was 
tired and bored. Now she’s on a mission to beat her two opponents. Twinkle86 steps on 
the escalator at Plaza de Mayo but continues while people pass him. Royal21 doesn’t 
have a clue on what has happened before he entered the game, but he’s too excited to 
think about it. 

And so the three play happily ever after.

A little later a group of eight guys start their weekly session. Different time zones are not 
an obstacle for them. They enjoy the same games but moreover they’ve become friends 
and enjoy each other’s company. Game is just a platform for their social interaction.

Got the point? We could tell you that Star Arcade provides a spectacular social gaming 
network. We could emphasize that Star Arcade has a multi-device platform, meaning 
that StarChick88 has an android phone, Twinkle86 has a big picture of an apple on his 
phone and Royal21 trusts that big phone manufacturer from a small Nordic country. We 
could also underline that they all have different operators, or maybe they don’t. That 
doesn’t really make a difference.  We could even go further and praise our amazing team, 
our superb creativity and fabulous innovations. We have all that, of course, but who 
wants to hear a group of somewhat nerdy geeks brag about themselves and about how 
much fun they have working together?

That’s really not the point, right? The point is to connect people with each other, to bring 
people around the world together. 

Oops, still a bit too cheesy approach. Well, the actual point is this: Creating games that 
are fun to play. That are good entertainment. Games that lighten your day. Games that 
provide escapism from your mundane chores. 

www.star-arcade.com
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Company
Star Arcade is a mobile entertainment company. We provide games for everyone, but our 
primary aim is in the emerging and developing markets, i.e. India, Far East, Africa and 
South America. Star Arcade was established in 2010. The background of our company 
is almost as adventurous and global as our games are. Eric has studied and worked in 
United States and around the world. As a private equity professional, he has a wide 
experience of different start-up companies within different industries. He returned 
recently back to his roots, Lagos. There he realized he wanted to be part of creating an 
enterprise in the spirit of “Nollywood” (which is the second biggest movie production 
area in the world, right after Bollywood but bigger than Hollywood). Eric met with 
Harri, London-based business executive for an Indian mobile company, and shared his 
vision with him. Harri had just resigned from his previous employer and happened 
to know that back in his home country, Finland, Jonne was leading a small team with 
extraordinary talent and they were planning for internationalization. In November 2010 
these two pale scandinavians stood at the Lagos Airport. Temperature difference to their 
home was nearly 60 degrees. A little later Eric enjoyed the Polar Night and the silence of 
Arctic nature. Star Arcade was started.

“Star” means many things. It refers to the infinity, to the universe with no borders. Star 
refers also to excellence. And there’s something romantic about the starry sky. That’s 
why we named our arcade “Star Arcade”. Phone brands, models or operating cause 
no borders. Potential opponents are almost as many as stars in the sky. Our games are 
the brightest stars of the industry. And there can be a small shadow of romance when 
StarChick88 and Twinkle86 challenge each other.

Star Arcade is just like its games. A great story, unexpected global combination, random 
coincidence (in a way) and just simply superb by nature.
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